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Strangeness, grief, uncanny and new perceptions  

 

Abstract 

Usually the main goals adressed in this kind of presentations has to do with overall political 

organization and proposals concerning cultural heritage governance. A domestic subject, in 

matter of fact. Having this in mind this subject matter will be explained in an abstract, taking 

into account the several changes that the administration of several portuguese institutions 

tied to architecture, museums and archeology underwent from 1929 till today.  

I stress that the concept of time is something that defined our way of inventing what I call a 

“cultural heritage ideology”: we’ll see through that, and perhaps will reach some provisional 

conclusions.  

But if such an approach clarifies our practical problems - or some of our virtues -, there are 

however new issues that can -or should - be  adressed as they are quite different in my opinion 

from those we have been facing in the past century and even today. For we are looking, today 

and we will be dealing with a different world: a quite diferent world indeed. We have to deal 

with distintive “archeologies”, distinctive urban organizations and even a post-rural landscape.  

Through a new gaze. 

 

 



 


